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for Yvonne and Keith,
and for Travis and Julian



Our daughters stroll together in the garden,
Chatting of news we’ve chosen to ignore

 —from “Parent’s Pantoum” by Carolyn Kizer
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PROLOGUE

THE FIRST TIME the borders closed, Allie Krane, thirty-six 
and pregnant, had just passed into the city. Her basketball-sized 
belly inconvenienced a shoulder check, so she pulled without look-
ing to the far lane of the exit ramp, leaving behind the knot of 
slowing traffic. There were no barricades here, not like by O’Hare. 
She followed the curlicue of the ramp to the museum’s under-
ground garage, the same route she funneled every day. 

Allie left the noise of it behind—the vague reverberation of 
sirens always a part of city life. In the cool damp of the empty 
basement, in her lone ride up the elevator, she didn’t trouble to 
wonder what it was this time: protest, or one of the things the pro-
testors variously protested against. None of it—city life or office 
life—was weirder than being pregnant, living inside her own wob-
bling, expanding orb. Nor that yesterday she and her husband Bud 
had woken in a musty cabin in distant northern Wisconsin to the 
calling of loons. The smell of lake water lingered in Allie’s hair. 

Behind her desk in the museum’s front entryway, she slipped 
her feet from her shoes and soon began to think of eating her 
lunch. She’d been the only one coming in since the grant had run 
out, about the same time as the start of the summer’s turmoil. On 
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her way to the breakroom, she paused at each of the office doors 
vacated by “the museum kids,” as she’d thought of them. But her 
younger co-workers had taken their odd degrees and their odder 
haircuts and cleared their stuff weeks ago. Gavin was not in his 
office, the last one on the right. 

At the cabin this past weekend, Allie and Bud had brewed 
morning tea in an electric kettle, and Allie had waded into a 
lily-padded lake to swim, her pregnant-lady suit billowing around 
her. She’d gone three days without thinking of this place, office 
or city. While Bud had first introduced her to the Northwoods, 
Allie was the one most recently in love, the one who’d insisted last 
Friday that they hop in the car last minute. It was so hot in the city, 
and since becoming pregnant, she’d craved silence and cold the way 
women were supposed to want peanut butter and pickles, peaches 
and dirt.

She was standing with the workroom’s refrigerator door open 
when she heard the noise—a blare or burst, a buzz of static. Allie 
froze, not unlike the number of deer they’d caught in their head-
lights last night, those they’d seen and those others watching from 
the dark fields. City sounds didn’t normally rise to this floor, but 
following the tinny warbling, a sound that turned into a human 
voice, frantic, backed by sirens but relayed electronically, she found 
Gavin. He was in his office after all, on the floor, under his desk 
with a laptop. 

The bits of metal in his ears and above his lip glinted. 
“Allie.”
“It is I,” she said in the light, teasing tone he and the other 

museum kids used, ten years her juniors and possessed of their own 
way of talking, of taking in and assessing the world. His eyes flick-
ered over her belly. But that brief moment with Gavin had been 
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more than a year ago, before Bud, when Allie’s first marriage was 
breaking up and she’d first found herself in the city.

There was something about his hand that was odd, a mitten or 
a glove wrapped around it.

“You the only one here?” 
Allie shrugged. What was he watching? She leaned for a 

glimpse at his laptop.
“They closed the airports,” Gavin said, the fear in his voice a 

contrast to his sprawled body. All the museum kids had lounged 
that way, perching places Allie hadn’t thought of as chairs.

“They’re still permitting business travel,” Allie said. People 
with the approved-in-advance documentation. And all day yester-
day they’d been warning people about the airports, though maybe 
only she and Bud had heard it, Allie’s new husband the last man 
on earth who listened to public radio. Allie herself did her best to 
avoid the news.

Gavin shook his head and sighed. He rubbed his eyes. That her 
politics were different than his—than everyone’s in the office—had 
perhaps been what attracted him to her for that minute. She was a 
puzzle to solve, code to crack. But Allie wouldn’t say she held a set 
of politics, of any kind.

They caught sight of the smoke outside the window at the 
same time. Allie registered its jellyfish motion, a ballooning upward, 
before she took in the muffled sounds, sudden cracks, its successive 
partners elsewhere in the city below. It all seemed very far away 
except for the shiver in the building beneath her bare feet. Soon 
the whole sweep of sky had turned the same swirling gray as in the 
scene on Gavin’s laptop. 

“Oh, Gavin,” Allie said, as if he were her errant child. She rose, 
smoothing her palm over the heft of her belly. And then, looking 
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down at him hiding under his desk with his little worried face, she 
thought of what in the office was hers, what she needed to leave 
this place. Not much. A mug, a plant. 

Gavin followed her to the parking garage. He asked, cradling 
his arm, if he could get a ride. Oh all right, Allie said. She’d returned 
to thinking about the Northwoods resort where she and Bud had 
stayed, Eagle’s Nest. The one they had come to think of as their 
cabin was one of eleven ramshackle structures perched along the 
north rim of a small lake—all of it perennially for sale, or so they’d 
joked last night, returning again and again to the idea.

An hour later, Bud exclaimed at her return—why hadn’t she 
turned back sooner? It was all over the news! But he didn’t notice, 
not immediately, the box of her things in hand, her work shoes dan-
gling, and she didn’t tell him who’d ridden out in the trunk of her 
car, a former lover with a bleeding hand. Nor about the time she’d 
spent stopped at a checkpoint drilling her nails against the leather 
steering wheel while the baby kicked, as if it too had caught sight of 
the tanks. The car, a Benz, was all she’d taken with her from her first 
marriage, a thing that had vanished beneath her like a blown-out 
bridge. So far the baby was all she had from the second—but was 
a baby ever really your own? Allie didn’t tell Bud that while she’d 
waited a military police vehicle upended in a flooded ditch nearby 
had sparked and smoldered, and then begun to drift in the muddy 
water, as if this were just what cars in the city did now—float away.

Bud had not even tried to go into the library, his job. He’d spent 
the morning on personal research at home. Did she know that many 
small resorts practically ran themselves, the same guests returning 
year after year like extended family members? He’d looked up the 
property taxes—wait until she heard.

For Allie and Bud, buying the Northwoods resort, moving 
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there, became a plan that survived the joking stage, the dream stage. 
It remained reasonable, possible, do-able even the next day with the 
downtown rubble cleared, the expressways and airports re-opened. 
Travel was to be permitted again; the protestors had been dispersed. 
On the whole if the world were changing—its weather patterns 
and disasters, the sheer number of people and how and where 
they lived, worked, moved, and what there was to feed them—it 
was only changing as it had always been, in increments, with time 
enough for response if things got serious. The day’s confusion had 
been temporary, some kind of glitch.

Still, it wasn’t a bad time to invest in a vacation destination, 
Bud mused. A domestic one—for the avoidance of future border 
hassles. No matter what was going on in the world, people would 
always need their little getaways. 





PART I
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CHAPTER 1

PENCIL! SCISSORS! CAN opener!
At first the children’s cries were only vaguely alarming. Allie 

heard the shrieks from inside Pines, where the late summer breeze 
ferried their voices, isolated and individual, like lost birds or strag-
gling summer tourists. 

The old cabin’s wooden floor was strewn with the detritus of 
the project she’d begun at the start of the summer, more like a flood 
had washed through than a remodel was underway. A pulled cabi-
net perched atop the debris like a glacial sheaf ready to slide. Allie 
bent to extract one wooden handle from the rubble. Could this be 
the good hammer, subject these last months of a near manhunt in 
her household? 

Jack knife! Screwdriver! Another gust brought the children’s 
voices as if offering guesses. 

Now, Allie was in her fifties. She’d lived long enough— 
eighteen years—in a northern, rural county that she’d learned to 
guard her energy. Still, such screaming. She followed the cabin 
path to the resort’s small beach, tapping the tool. She only frowned 
a little noting a place at the path’s edge where alternating rains and 
drought had nibbled. Thin strands of swaying grasses and the rash 
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of spike rush that Allie was encouraging held everything—the one 
small clearing of their lawn with its swing set, horseshoe pits, bon-
fire circle—from ruin. 

Reaching Maples cabin, Allie understood what had been nag-
ging her in the children’s cries: they weren’t followed by splashes. 

“Corkscrew!” The girl called, twisting as she dropped, not into 
the water—glittering in the near distance with the inviting sheen of 
a Leinenkugel’s commercial—but from the top bar of the swing set.

“You supervising this?” Allie turned to her daughter Cassie. 
The woman she was becoming flickered like a strobe light beneath 
the girl she’d always been—the one who could track deer, wriggle 
a hook from a fish belly. Allie tapped the heavy tool she still carried 
against her thigh. Its mysterious end terminated in short stubby 
spikes, each like a teenager’s lip stud.

“Not well,” Cassie answered, shrugging.
“Who are these children?” Allie asked.

Little Eagle wasn’t a large lake—in fact, Eagle’s Nest was the only 
resort on it, unless you counted the very first place Old Ferdy, orig-
inal proprietor, had attempted to build, the remnants of which lay 
directly across the water from their lawn and beach. Thousands of 
interconnected lakes pockmarked the Northwoods of Wisconsin. 
At its far narrow end, Little Eagle connected to Big Eagle Lake, 
though by low water in August even kayaks in the narrow passage 
would tangle in the swirling weeds and knock against submerged 
rocks—especially these past Augusts. 

Allie and her family had grown accustomed to meeting strang-
ers in their yard—people who found their own way from the parking 
lot to their assigned cabin or walked out on the dock before ambling 
up to Maples for official check-in. They didn’t usually arrive by 
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canoe, nor did children appear without adults. Allie scanned the 
water, but it lay flat and empty.

Her daughter stretched her long legs and stood from the chair. 
Cassie often earned tips entertaining people’s kids, more if they 
never discovered she was homeschooled. Then they thought she’d 
be impressed by twenty. 

“Are you visiting someone on Big Eagle?” Cassie addressed the 
boy.

“We saw the eagle.” The boy avoided her eyes.
Clearly siblings, the children had similar dark hair and eyes. 

Both wore swimming suits, the boy’s the baggy style that fell past 
his knees, the girl’s a one-piece with straps that crossed at the back 
like the X-shaped bars that ordered marionette strings. For it being 
the end of the summer, they seemed particularly pale. Video games, 
Allie figured. 

“Can we go swimming?” the boy asked. 
“Kate always makes us wear our life jackets,” said the girl. “Like 

if we’re near water.”
“Could we play with that paddleboat?” The boy was already in 

motion, calling over his shoulder. The paddleboat had spent the 
summer tipped against the grass bank, its white belly a beached 
sea creature’s, the flap of rudder in the crotch of its back nook the 
comic completion. 

“It has a leak,” Allie said.
But Cassie grinned. “It’s okay. I’ll help them.” Despite the 

money she made off their parents, just as often Cassie “helped” 
new kids by getting them soaking wet, tripped up in lake weeds or 
turned around in the woods, shaking from stories of what might 
have been a bear or crazy ex-lumberjack with a chainsaw. It was 
something Allie used to admire in her girl—she was fearless and 
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reckless and playful—if lately the trait had come to seem like 
something other kids would have grown out of by now, by eighteen.

Allie paused by the canoe, its seats of frayed lawn chair netting. 
Two pairs of battered high tops comingled in a puddle of water at 
the bottom. No life jackets. Still no sign of any adult in a second 
canoe out on the lake.

She turned her back on the scene, taking her new tool up to 
the house.

When they’d first come up here, Cassie only a heartbeat (already 
a heartbeat, highway billboards insisted), Allie had imagined 
a child who’d know which berries to eat in the woods, who would 
ski with her through the back country, all that snow falling with 
no notion as to border. Friends thought they were overreacting to 
leave the city, despite its heat waves and brown outs, water contam-
ination and shootings. In response, Allie began saying she wanted 
to live less deliberately. In the story of her and Bud leaving the city, 
she became the one who wanted it most, pregnant and drawn to 
the woods and the wild.

And it was true the city hadn’t imploded behind them. People 
still lived and worked and shopped there, more or less as they 
always had. If masked from time to time. If required to carry 
documents.

Two decades later, instead of a child who could navigate the El, 
Allie had a Northwoods girl. Give Cassie a wheezing car engine 
or outboard motor and she’d get in there with her bare hands and 
a screwdriver and nurse a sputtering turbine back to health. She 
baited hooks for thick-fingered tourists, for herself in winter for 
lines dropped through holes in the ice. She used to be as good too 
with scaling and filleting. More often these days, with catch and 
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release, guests were as satisfied anyway with the selfie as with the 
hors d’oeuvre.

In Maples, Allie set the odd tool near the laptop. It had hic-
cupped all morning with incoming messages from guests trying to 
find their way, or who were just now as they were leaving wonder-
ing what to pack. Should they bring their own towels? There was 
air conditioning, right? How were the cabins sanitized?

She picked up the business cell to call Bud. Her husband had 
chosen this week of all weeks for a trip to Minneapolis.

“Need anything?” Bud’s voice tunneled through space. Allie 
didn’t share what had become his nostalgia for city life, his occa-
sional jones for a hip microbrew or new cannabis strain. He found 
traffic patterns interesting. So too drone surveillance and evacua-
tion routes. 

“Thought you were going to be home by four.” 
Bud said he should be back by then. 

“Should? Where are you?”
A familiar silence interrupted her question. “Hello?” Allie 

spoke into the blankness. It wasn’t their end, she knew, not since 
last year when Cassie had ordered the new satellite system, set 
up the fancy modem. Now guests stalked about the front lawn of 
Maples with their phones outstretched like water witching dowels. 
Some believed the signal to be governed by the old horseshoe pit 
stakes, half-hidden in the tall grass where the mower circled. 

“What’s going on?” Bud asked when the signal resumed.
Allie drew the curtain of the small window that looked toward 

the lake. 
“Cassie and some new kids are playing with that old paddle-

boat.” 
“That’s got a hole in it.”
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“Cassie knows. She’s been the one saying she’ll fix the thing.” 
Allie peered through the window.

“That’s what I should have picked up. Some fiber glass repair.”
Ostensibly Bud had gone to the city for a gauge, something 

someone was selling online but for some reason couldn’t ship, and 
which he needed for his latest project, home brewing—not beer 
but biodiesel. In the past he’d involved Cassie in undertakings like 
these, her home-based education folded in with his lifelong one. 
But for half the summer he’d been at work in the garage, tinker-
ing, before Allie and Cassie knew what he was up to, or how it 
was connected to the pretty lime slime that occasionally formed on 
their lake, floating from one end to the other. In Cassie and Allie’s 
view, though even they didn’t swim in the mass directly, the algae 
separated the real swimmers from the sissified.

“Isn’t today the day you give Cassie her phone back?” 
Allie had been about to accuse him of having forgotten the 

orchestra regrouped tonight, thus signaling the end of summer, 
and end of the Northwoods Girls Orchestra mothers’ confiscations 
of their daughters’ phones. It had turned out that even girls who 
sported shit-kickers and badly cut Fleet Farm jeans could get up to 
trouble on social media. But Allie wondered if Cassie were ready 
to have hers back. She thought of the way she had greeted the new 
kids, something hard in her grin.

“Should have given it back weeks ago.” Bud had been against 
the whole thing—a communal punishment like from the time of 
Salem. “I don’t think Christina ever had hers taken,” he mumbled.

Allie put the phone against the flesh of her arm, muffling it. 
She’d heard Christina—closest they had to a neighbor girl, Cas-
sie’s childhood best friend—had taken over her mother’s job as 
bartender at Tiki’s, a half mile away on their same side of Little 
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Eagle Lake. Allie didn’t know what Bud thought he was doing 
bringing up either Christina or her mother, Shara. 

“Did I lose you again?”
“I think we should build a little porch off Pines.”
Bud sighed. “You should see the porches on the new houses 

already going up along the river.”
“Is that only as far you are?” There’d been mudslides along the 

St. Croix all spring, Minnesota and Wisconsin crumbling away 
from one another like the eroding grass banks lining the cabin trail. 

“I’m farther than that,” he said. “I’ll be home soon.”
“Guess we won’t retire on a houseboat though.” Bud had a knack 

for circling back to his own subject. Did Allie know there’d been 
one washed all the way to Missouri? One what? A houseboat. From 
the point of view of the people in it, looking out their curtained 
window as they floated downstream, it must have looked like the 
rest of the world was leaving them behind, rushing north.

Little Eagle still froze solidly in winter, a phenomenon guests 
weren’t around to observe but nonetheless wanted to hear about. 
Yes, each fall they had to bring in the dock, Cassie, Allie, and Bud 
donning waders and, their fingers clogged with cold, fumbling 
a J-hook or two to the deep. The raft came in too, the dislodging 
of the anchor a trickier affair, sometimes requiring Allie or Cassie 
to dive, to dig with their hands in the weeds and silt beneath. They 
swam the freed platform to shore, Bud with the dripping anchor 
their Triton. 

Crossing to the beach, despite the wave of heat that greeted 
her on the lawn, Allie thought of winter again. It settled not long 
after the dock came in—absorbing them into its long white shock 
and breathlessness. After all these years, it had become the season 
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Allie longed for. On its other end, she’d be ready for people again, 
to greet them as fellow survivors. 

She opened her eyes to the sight of small figures on the end 
of the dock, black outlines against the bright. “Hey,” Allie called, 

“That water’s too shallow for diving!”
But the new visiting girl departed from the top of the dock’s 

bench before Allie’s words reached her, tightening her legs and then 
flipping effortlessly, as if some great invisible hand had brushed her 
from her perch. The height and direction were alarming, incongru-
ous, like a fall leaf jetting upward in wind.

She surfaced far out in the lake, her pale face bobbing over the 
dark water. 

Allie strode along the wet dock. She’d brought her daughter’s 
rhinestone-encased phone from the cupboard where she’d stashed 
it last June and gestured wildly with it now. “Hey!” She addressed 
Cassie, shaking the phone, her stomach folding over itself like 
a wave slapping the beach. Cassie knew their lake levels better than 
anyone, their fluctuation with the season, time of day. 

She knew how easily girls could die. 
It was the boy who responded, extending his hand. He was 

Marius, he said, small and officious. His sister was Miranda. “She’s 
an experienced diver,” he continued. “Don’t worry. I know not to try 
the stuff she can do.”

Cassie’s eyes had tracked to the phone in Allie’s hand. Allie 
could imagine its satisfying plop into the lake. Instead, she blew 
out a breath and made herself recall the day Cassie had saved the 
dog, a hot busy weekend like this one was going to be, with kids 
and parents and new and old guests in and out of inner tubes and 
kayaks and lawn chairs. Through the confusion of the crowd, of 
margarita pitchers and a freewheeling Frisbee game, Cassie had 


